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1. Castle Freeman’s story is told in a contrapuntal manner, moving between Lillian’s and her 

two companions’ hunt for Lillian’s tormenter and the town elders debating the hunters’ 

likelihood of success. The first chapter opens with the horrible tale of the death of Lillian’s 

cat by her stalker. What emotions did this event evoke in you? Were you able to remain 

sympathetic to Lillian’s quest for justice? Or did you feel at some point that she crossed a 

moral line and, if so, when?  

 

2. Does Freeman’s use of real places (the lost towns of Vermont) and actual events (the lost 

college student in chapter 14) provide a glimpse of what life might be like in other rural 

regions of New England? In what way? Does it challenge your own notions of such 

communities? If so, how? Or perhaps you feel that it distorts the reality of life in rural 

communities. If so, explain.  

 

3. The characters in the novel reflect divergent views of what can and what should be done in 

response to Lillian’s stalker, Blackway. Discuss each of the key characters and his response 

to Lillian. What do they tell us about human nature? Were they stereotypes? In what way? 

Are they believable and realistic? Do you know any people like the town elders (Wizzer, 

Coop, DB and Conrad), Sheriff Wingate, Lillian’s boyfriend (Kevin Russell), Lillian’s 

avengers (Nate the Great and Lester Speed)?  

 

4. Today stalking and bullying issues are frequently front-page news stories. School officials, 

psychologists, and sociologists are all trying to find solutions to this problem. Does 

Lillian’s experience raise questions and concerns regarding our own understanding of the 

emotional dynamics of stalking and bullying in contemporary society? Was Lillian a 

victim? Why? Was she the only victim? If not, who else was victimized? Explain.  

 

5. Freeman’s novel explores the problems of a community isolated from civil society. How 

would you define civil society? Freeman’s novel suggests that the remoteness of the region 

essentially allowed state of nature to trump the laws of civil society. Can people circumvent 

the law if it does not respond to the needs of the community or of an individual? Why/Why 

not? Is vigilante justice ever warranted? Why/Why not?  

 

6. Discuss Freeman’s use of historical vignettes. Where they helpful and, if so, how? Did they 

interrupt the flow of the story or enhance your understanding of the region? What 

information enhanced the story? Why? Did Freeman’s background on lost towns pique 

your interests? Do you know of any lost towns in New Hampshire?  

  



7. Freeman goes into some detail regarding logging and the working forest. Indeed, one of the 

main characters, Wizzer, was paralyzed after a logging accident. Many in New Hampshire 

are unfamiliar with the hazards of logging, yet it was one of the state’s largest industries. 

Do you know anyone who worked in the woods? Is their perspective of the forest different 

than an environmental perspective? How? Mill towns, now waning, once dominated the 

state. Do you know if mills existed in your community? What kind? What happened to 

them? What do you know of their history?  

 

8. Next year will be the 100th anniversary of the passage of Weeks Act, which resulted in the 

creation of the White Mountain National Forest. With increased tourism to New Hampshire 

at the turn of the 20th century came a growing concern regarding the depletion of the 

forests because of portable sawmills and forest fires. Throughout the novel Freeman offers 

glimpses into the layered landscape of Vermont’s forest and those who came to work in the 

logging industry. What did you find intriguing about this history? Why? What do you think 

Freeman wants to convey to the reader through this information? Why?  

 

9. Several of the reviewers contended that the novel was “slick with humor” regarding 

women, aging, and rural culture. Did you find humor in the novel? Where? Why did it 

strike you as funny? What did you think of the use of dialogue to drive the story?  

 

10. Some readers and reviewers have complained that the novel was too short, that it left the 

reader wanting more or, perhaps, with a sense that the book was unfinished. Were you 

satisfied with the novel’s length? Why/Why not? Was the story effective? How/How not?  

 


